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A PRAYER FROM THE VALLEYS 
Lord, things have been messed up for so long-
will they ever be straight again? 
We have lived with frustration, uncertainty, anger, 
insecurity 
for so long. 
Lord, we feel like gypsies -
never really unpacking, 
just passing through. 
Afraid of real attachments, 
Afraid to be too content, 
Afraid to hope for fulfillment of our dreams. 
Able only to see potential shadows. 
Lord, will it never end? 
Where is peace? 
Oneness? 
Feeling that we are on the track achieving our destiny? 
Can we put it back together? Like a puzzle, 
the pieces constantly being stirred up? 
Has it been messed up so long that we can't put it 
together 
in order, beauty, meaning? 
Lord, we have some things to achieve in this life. 
Let us achieve them. 
Guide our lives: 
bring order to chaos, 
beauty to gray, 
meaning to confusion. 
Lord, thank you for the time - let us learn from it. 
Please give us a better time. 
Ernst Diener, 1982 
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Anticipating . . • • 
Victor Hunter, of Disciples 
House, London, England, sent the 
following letter for FORUM. How-
ever, it seems such a good intro-
duction to this issue that we have 
chosen to use it here. 
In this sophisticated world of 
ours I appreciate professionals 
who profess. My thanks to Roy 
Wi/lbern, with his lawyer mind and 
pastoral heart, for professing 
("Something More: A Sermon," 
Nov. 1982). Perhaps pulpit and 
pew alike would be enhanced if 
more preachers paid more 
attention to their credo (their "I 
Believe") than to rote repetition of 
the unwritten but nonetheless 
powerful creeds to which they are 
required to pay homage. In other 
words, getting in touch with their 
own stories and the stories of those 
to whom they preach might just 
help us to get in touch with God's 
story or at least to hear it in the 
depths of our own experience. 
For the Word to become 
incarnate again it must be born in 
human experience. After all, in 
early Christian Latin logos was 
commonly translated sermo -
Christ was the sermon of God (see 
Jaros/av Pelikan, The Emergence of 
the Catholic Tradition, pp. 161-
162). The story of Jesus is the word 
of God in his human experience. 
Our human experience is still the 
flesh in which he seeks to dwell in 
"grace and truth." Perhaps we 
should give him a chance by paying 
closer attention to it and less to 
ideology. As Mr. Wi/lbern pointed 
out in his text from Deuteronomy, 
when asked about the meaning of 
the testimony and statutes, Israel 
were to tell their story. Without the 
story, the statutes don't make 
much sense. Without touching our 
experience, sermons don't make 
much sense. In light of this, my 
thanks a/so to Steven Spidell ("The 
Myth of Preaching," Oct. 1982). 
- the Editor 
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The Theology of Experience 
From the Editor 
'''tf'fw'"''.''''°l\ \\  \ ·"'~ 
For the most part we have denied, ~es\:
0
' v\~re, ;~:n9\\,en \be mo1\1I: "It is always easy to make 
denigrated, the experiential aspects of ~u~. f f1.li\1, ,.to' b ,,,, {s¢old,\to turn away, when we do 
The "theology of experience" is an idea for~igfl n?(~,QOW aptl pe9ple,~ave put up with in th_eir 
usually unacceptable. Yet, there is no one O\ u\ .!silence}. . . / unq1e Paol'<;l too. I cannot bring 
does not have a story to tell with the lon~in1g r l myself'to,it,,yet,)Sut I ~how it is\vrong of me. I know 
someone to listen. There is no one of us wAo \;:J that I must sorrl,ehpw'find a wai to forgive" (p. 132) 
not struggle to make some sense of our dlil~ for Vinny and tvl,t/g \ 
periences in relation to the faith we profess. \;rh\s the story had d'feated its own\ truth, had made 
especially true of those who are older and w~o'tfi itself real and a@ of them, eve~ his sister Teresa 
trying somehow to justify their liv,es,t:r~fotet,h,,ej dip., an~ his father,'' seemed closJt now, part of 
The Bible itself is, after allJ the story of tljl~ sor\iething they all,,,,J1a,d,1 in th\ir own ways, 
experiences of men and worn i, struggling tpl Ii~~ :2it,e£:1''.' '(,,,,=,,,,,~:-,:'.'''\ \ J, 
with and for thei~ God: f.lJ . ,, ,x5in, guilt,)t\~himi ,<:"' He smiled at,his ... , .. W,Q,!,b,e,,r,,,, .. ,,.Jt s ..•,tfJO bad I 
away, repenting, JOY, ce t1,,0n, .doubt, sofr ··. re} ti couldn't have known all thfs earlier.",,, 
demption, birth, death e' e>q{eriences o'f ry\, . )iKno~ing your family is more than listeni to 
man. In the Old Testa tpe
0
stories were e \ ,/!;tories. You and Meg will see. You will ke 
on for generations: " o~ s9.111 te,1,Lygu o l,,,,/ your own family and have your own stori to 
that day, 'It is because 9 A•a,t \l;l'et'6r<J ,. believe in." (Ibid) 
when I came out of JBypt'" (Exod ;;t'i3. QX,"Jh,e.,,,,Christian it is within the co ext of 
New Testament w~''lind Paul telli communkt/'t~at eX£?,,€.LJ.,e,~ces and the telling_ f them 
making his "pr9r~ssion." Eve ,, as ihe tc\o ·0rbecomr,4~defi11pJ,ive iy~fas,wit,~in .. t m/work of 
worked throu~li fai rayer, f@,{ 1i~,,owp sthe cm\enant c1mmup\y of ljrael the , sfi'ies gave 
meaning, mustfhave o c' t1<e·a\v1th h'fty·-·aisci,ple\i \neaning to/ th<f prec rlt~ : the prUepts gave 
about his won~er and,);n'isgjyjngs,Jor howelsEl) diq m1eanin$ tq th\ ex di . In his(/book The 
they know of t~e j,pHrnate details of his baf[tismJ and\, i ,,,/J,r,ei;nJ",i\ of INarlative • y (Joh ~nox, 1981) 
his temptation?"'''}"""· , ... ,, w• ,,,,,,,,i~~ i1 \ qeorge ~tro1uil~peak dea: 
Experiences ar~,, .. Qftgri Lflt,egr~!E':d ,thrpugh st I; At tbat poin,,t wh 
but stories are not just storiqs for their ~wn/sa t.,·ehris,ti~n com1munit 
a recent story in a " lat 1m,pgazil)i: ('/M, • \non lik and)faith \:I· abo~t reality there 
Romantic Bronx," Ge,f) iCµc\mp, Re,t!bo¢k1 );B~u {12 the Rossi · · ., ,,t.bat\t ,diyJ.d'l,Jal begin 
1983) the young so.ta' 9.l1d Jiii AifJ ta Ve hii m4tblt,,,,to , e 1en~thy ·eon.,,prncess ,o1'.le: erpreting 
celebrate her fLiiti~lh ijirfhd?y\ ~@1€1 "pa.Jin~ . • ., .. ],;i,Q,Aal•'nist,'.y in lignl,~~ t~e narra-
anything to cel,e'br,-llte, rfltl"stiy\ Sf\) "3'fl ·in '"'-t~.;~:~i::ii•fl symbQ hat gi,~ the Cf,r4,,st1an com-
family,,,af[:aii,;~x:'tept to say firmly,an Ll¥, V .,. ,, hat m'ijf'flty its idend At that ent ;here is the 
she really ffiought on occasions that demanded it, possibility for wha ~.bfi~ · 'be as reve-
and having no one to listen to her story, she lation - the experience"o redemption and the 
suddenly on the night of her celebration opened up beginning of the process called "faith." It is at 
and talked non-stop through dinner. She told Vinny this point that identities, even worlds, may be 
and Meg of all the family members, of their feelings, altered and reality perceived in a radically new 
of the experiences that had made them as they way. (p. 171) 
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In this issue of Mission the writers are sharing some 
of their expe,,iences, their stn1ggles to find meaning 
in them, and the insights that become threads that 
ultimately we,we the vicissitudes of life into a whole, 
In the poignant stmy of the decline and death of his 
father Williarn Martin relates how he became aware 
of meanings, the kind of father he had, and the 
nature of their relationship, 
It was not a simple matter to fasten these 
strands of memory that trailed across my rnind 
to this deteriorating figure in a hospital bed , , , 
At times , , . I wanted everybody to clear out 
and leave us alone ... Most of them had earned 
the right to be there, and the kind of love and 
respect they showed extended my understand-
ing of family ... And an apparent endless pm-
cession of men ... stood around and said things 
like, "Your dad did us a lot of favors." I was 
beginning to see that he had done me some too. 
As time went on, his father began to tell him 
stories: a seemingly "conscious effort to pass on the 
oral tradition .... he has told me wonderful stories I 
had never heard before," Then at the enrl the son 
told the father how much he appreciated the way he 
had maintained the integrity of his personality all the 
way. The father was glad he had noticed and then, 
appmpriately and matte,, of factly, articulated his 
philosophy of death, 
Others speak of life-changing experiences, of 
coping with depression and defeat without any 
u nderstancl i ng from the Christian comm u 11 ity, of 
experic'nU'S that do not fit into the patterns or 
"truths" they have been taught, of finding faith in 
the lives of others, of disillusionment, It is sLnely into 
the rnidst of all of this that God speaks and Jesus 
comes. 
Yes, "for the Wmd to become incarnate again it 
must be born in human experience." M1ss10N 
MRSe KELLY 
By DALE BROWN 
I 've noticed in the rhetoric of my teaching and preaching lately a frequent repitition of the phrase 
"keep ourselves focused on Christ." Much of what I 
try to say is centered on th is essential tenet of our 
faith that we live or die, stand or fall on the basis 
of our relationship to Jesus. This all sounds very 
good, of course, until someone asks the question, 
"Okay, but what does that look like; what does it 
mean?" I suppose there are many responses to that 
question, but whenever I think about what it mean', 
to be "focused on Christ," I remernber Mrs. Kelly. 
In 1971 Mrs. Kelly was seventy-eight years old. 
She lived on the fringes of the Pruitt-Igoe housing 
project the most notorious ghetto in the United 
States at the time. Shortly before I heard about her, 
her mailbox had been raided by some local kids, 
and her monthly welfare check stolen. When her 
food ran out a few days later, she made the round of 
social service agencies and experienced the usual 
red-tape, excuses, delays, and rebuffs. Finally, she 
turned as a final recourse to the Salvation Anny, 
Dale Brown of Springfield, Missouri, is a high school English teacher, 
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where she was asked to stand in line to be given a 
free meal. The line was more than thrc~e city blocks 
long. A physical condition that had required surgery 
some months before made it literally impossible for 
Mrs. Kelly to stand for that length of tirne; so her last 
option was another failure. 
When I met Mrs. Kelly, she hadn't eaten for th,,ee 
days. Our arrival with some groceries was greeted 
by quiet calm and simple statement, "I knew the 
Lord would take care of me." In all our time with 
Mrs, Kelly I never heard her complain - not about 
the danger or poverty or pain or anything. She was 
always encouraging me, constantly reminding me 
that the essence of all things is dependence on Jesus 
Christ. For Mrs. Kelly that dependence was not 
merely "spiritual" (which, in our middle-class 
system of religion, often means "after-thought"). 
The reliance included the physical, day-to-day 
realities of her life. She had learned the secret of 
trusting God in the little things (the Mondays, 
Tuesdays and Wednesdays of her life) as well as in 
the big things (the decision to be eternally his). I 
think Mrs. Kelly taught me most of what I know 
about faith. MISSION 
GIFTS FROM MY FATHER 
He explained how matter-of-factly both his parents had faced death and how 
he had admired that. I understood what he was saying. I told him, "It's hard 
to give your children a greater gift than that." He said something like 
"Wei/sir," and, typical of the way he has always dealt with conversations that 
get too dose to the core, started talking about a helicopter that was flying over 
the house . ... 
Reprinted with permission from the October 1978 issue of TEXAS 
MONTHLY. Copyright 197B by TEXAS MONTHLY. 
By WILLIAM MARTIN 
A bout eighteen months ago, my father learned he had a rare kidney disease that would pro-
gressively, inevitably so wreck the various organs of 
his body that one of them heart, liver, lungs, 
brain, blood vessels, skin, the kidneys themselves --
would fail, and he would die. Intellectually, he 
accepted the fact he was going to die. He did not 
rage against the dying of the light - rage is not his 
style - but neither did he offer to help reduce the 
wattage. He prepared for death in a way I found 
completely characteristic. He seemed to take some 
pleasure in the fact that only two other people in 
South Texas had his disease, and that the doctors 
had told him it was completely unrelated to the two 
packs of cigarettes he had smoked every clay for 5 7 
years. The powerful combination of drugs he took 
every morning made him feel, by his own account, 
like he had "just drunk a quart of cheap whiskey 
and was trying to drive uphill on a bad road in an 
William Martin teaches Sociology of RPligion at Rice Uniw>rsity, Houston, 
Texas. He is currently working on a screenplay, and his book on TV 
preachers should be appearing soon. 
overloaded Model T truck with no muffler." Still, he 
kept on driving. By summer he had a little collection 
of adding-machine tapes indicating how much and 
how long the payments would be for the sale of his 
business, how much various men owed him, what 
the interest ought to be on his certificates of deposit, 
how much stock he had in the Tri-County Farmer's 
Co-Op, and how much it would be worth when he 
died. 
All his life he had driven modest cars, lest he 
offend the farmers with whom he had worked. Now, 
he drove to San Antonio and paid cash for a fully 
equipped, top-of-the-line maroon • Lincoln 
Continental. A few days later, when I rushed to his 
hospital bed to be present when he died, wondering 
what blessing he would bestow upon me, what his 
last words of advice or caution or love might be, he 
opened his eyes and said, each word slow, labore·d, 
and barely audible, "D;d ... you ... see ... my ... 
car?" 
I spent much of the next several weeks with him in 
that hospital room, thinking about what it means to 
have a parent die. I realized, as I had at the birth of 
my oldest child, that it was not the first time this had 
happened, which diminished its importance just a 
bit. But I also knew I was experiencing the universal, 
which ennobled the event immeasurably. 
I thought about what it had n1ec1nt o be his so11. I don't know whether our relationship was any 
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thing extraordinary or not. I remember wishing he 
would play with me more, much as I suppose my 
children wish I had played with them more. He 
always worked hard, but sometimes in the summer 
he took me on business trips and, after a day of 
sitting in a sweltering car or a cluttered, dusty office 
in a grain mill or a warehouse or a fertilizer plant, he 
would buy me a hot roast beef sandwich and take 
me to see a movie starring Francis the Talking Mule 
or Eddie Bracken or Leo Gorcey and the Bowery 
Boys. In the fall, we always managed to see several 
Southwest Conference football games, and at least 
twice he took me to the State Fair. He made me 
believe it was important to shake hands firmly, to 
remember names, and to look people in the eye 
when I talked to them. He tried to make me believe 
it was important to wear a hat and lace-up shoes. I 
knew he was smart and honest, and it pleased me 
that, when it came time to build a new high school 
He made me believe it was important to 
shake hands firmly, remember names, and 
look people in the eye. 
or recruit a new doctor for the town, he was always 
one of the three or four men everybody knew would 
have to be in on it, Not everything I heard or knew 
about hirn was good, but the bcilance was clearly in 
that direction. 
I was pretty sLm' he was proud of nw, but learned 
not to expect him to say much about it. I was also 
pr·ctty sure he thought it was something of a waste of 
talent for me to become a preacher or a teacher or a 
wr·iter instead of going into a field with more 
substance to it like the agriculture busirwss. As 
rc'cently as three years ago he suggested I come to 
Pear-sail for a couple of months and learn about what 
lw did, in case I ever had to take over. When I 
suggested he conw to Houston fm a couple of 
n10nths and cxplciin it to me, lw was incredulous; 
after all, lw had c1 r·cgul,H job. On the other hand, 
when I overfw,ird him t,ilking ,1bout "that boy of 
mine that went to Harv,mi and teaclws over at 
Rice," or wlwn I nwt sonworw whose only 
impression of me h,Hl corm' tlHough him, I could tell 
lw w,isn't entirely disappointed. 
It was not a simple matter to fasten these strands of 
memory that trailed across my mind to this 
deteriorating figure in a hospital bed. The iegs that 
had stepped off fields in a strong, measured stride 
were now white and hairless and thin, except for 
water-filled knees. The wrinkled feet were like 
balloons that hc1d been infl,ited to capc1city dlld 
allowed to go down. The swollen stomach 
sumrnorwd images of starving children. The organ 
that had propelled half of me into existence and that 
had first represented "man genitals" to me was now 
virtually useless even for its most basic task, unable 
to contain the involuntary flow. To compound the 
sense of strangeness, his charts and nametags listed 
his first name as "Lowell," and the doctors and 
nurses called him that, even though an injury he had 
sustained as a teenager left him a nickname -
"Peggie" (short for "peg leg") - that was as 
permanent and natural as his slight limp and as un-
feminine as his Stetsons. 
As I looked at him for days, it became more difficult to remember how he had looked when 
he was well than to imagine how he would look 
when he was dead. Still, he was not dead, and even 
in this most extreme of living states, he maintained"· 
the tough, ironic Texas grit that marked his whole 
life. When the nurse asked if he could roll over to 
allow her to change his sheets, he said, "I can do 
anything once and several things twice." When she 
complimented him on the good amount of urine he 
had voided, he said it was nothing compared to 
what he could do on a heavy dose of diuretics. 
When she told him she was going to measure it and 
pack it in some ice, he said that was fine with him, 
but he thought they'd have a hard time selling it. 
Once, a nurse looked at him and declared him 
comatose. He registered not a flicker of protest for 
two hours, then said, in weak indignation, "Coma-
tose!,,. I've,., got ... as ... much, .. sense ... as 
... I've ... ever ... had!" 
It should be no surprise that a man who claims to 
have lived just about every day of his life the way he 
wanted did not take well to life in a single bed. He 
despised his oxygen mask and sought constantly to 
f ven in this most extreme of living states, 
dose to death, he maintained the tough, 
ironic Texas grit that marked his whole life. 
pull it off; finally, he had to be restrained by cuffs 
tied to the side bars of the bed. It is not easy to tie 
one's father to a bed, hut I got better at it, Dozens, 
no, hundreds of times, he begged me to untie him. 
When he saw that begging would not help, he 
resorted to a technique he had practiced all his life: 
making a deal. "There's a pocketknife in my 
trousers," he said. "If you'll get it and cut me loose, 
I'll give you the knife." 
"I can't do that," I told him. "If I cut you loose, 
you'll take off the oxygen mask and you'll have a 
heart attack and die. I can't do that." 
He thought about it, then looked at nw and said, 
"It's a seven-dollar-and-fifty-cent knife." 
Like Jacob with the angel, I wanted to wrestle with 
that old man's soul and not let go until he promised 
me a blessing. But my determination to concentrate 
as closely as possible on that spark that refused to go 
out was consistently thwarted by a great cloud of 
witnesses. People I had not seen in years or, worse, 
had never seen came to pay their respects. My 
mother not only appreciated the company, but kept 
score. I suffered moderate ambivalence. My father 
was terminally exhausted and did not need or want 
visitors. One Saturday afternoon, when no fewer 
than twelve people crowded into the room, 
chattering and watching the ball game and using the 
telephone and nibbling on a cake roll filled with 
Cool Whip, I noticed he was trying to say something 
and moved to the edge of his bed. He forced out 
only two words, but they were apt: "Ringling 
Brothers." At times like that and there were 
others --- I wanted everybody to clear out and leave 
us alone, but eventually I realized my possessiveness 
was inappropriate. I was there because about forty 
years and nine months earlier my number came up 
in the ultimate roulette game. Most of them had 
earned the right to be there, and the kind of love and 
respect they showed extended my understanding of 
family. 
Uke Jacob with the angel, I wanted to 
wrestle with that old man's soul and not let 
go until he promised me a blessing. But my 
determination to concentrate as closely as 
possible on that spark that refused to go 
out was consistently thwarted by a great 
cloud of witnesses. 
, Brother and Sister Harrell and Brother and Sister 
Caddel and Brother and Sister Danchak, church folk 
from Devine and Pearsall, came by several times and 
said they'd be glad to do anything they could. 
Brother Swim, who used to drive down from San 
Antonio to preach for us, stopped by nearly eve1·y 
day to check up and lead us in "a word of prayer for 
Brother Peggie." Temo Hernandez, one of n,y dad's 
most valued employees in recent years, apologized 
for breaking into tears but explained that "Mr. 
Martin was like a second father." Temo's wife left a 
long letter thanking him for helping them get 
through some difficult times and told how their 
children thought of him as a grandfather. Odis 
Doyal, who worked for him thirty years, said, "You 
know, your dad is sort of like an older brother to 
me." To Elmer Stehle, a thin, leather-faced 
workingman I have known all my life, he was more 
like an uncle. Henry Brigrnan, who has, according to 
i\1/S\ICW /(JU/,N,\/ 
my mother, "made a good little preacher," said, 
"You all are sort of like kinfolks." Anaceto Cortez, a 
small, wrinkled man in khaki trousers and purple 
shirt, put his hand on my shoulder and said, "He's 
my good, good amigo. I know him for a long time. 
He's sure a good man." Jesse Alvarado, a former 
employee and old friend, said through tears, "He 
always called me 'Mexican,' but he treated me like a 
white man." One banker gave my mother a check 
for several thousand do! Jars and told her there 
would be no interest. Another made sure she knew 
where to come in case she needed any more. And 
an apparently endless procession of men in Western 
pants and boots and short-sleeved shirts, with 
creases in their oiled hair that fairly pied to have the 
respectfully removed hats returned to their natural 
places, stood around and said things like, "Your dad 
did us a lot of favors." I was beginning to see that he 
ha.d done me some, too. 
As he sank lower and lower, our lives organized 
themselves around death. I flew back and forth 
between Houston and San Antonio every few days 
and held reservations on a lot of flights I didn't take. 
In addition to his primary ailment and long-standing 
emphysema, he developed pneumonia and 
tuberculosis, his liver multiplied in size, his heart 
and kidneys began to fail, his skin leaked water and 
blood, and - what we had all dreaded most he 
lost his mind, except for rare lucid moments. As 
every vital sign got worse, the doctors said they did 
not recommend "heroic measures," since the only 
kind of life these might sustain would be so severely 
reduced as to be worse than death for such a man as 
this. I had seen a television program about Karen 
Ann Quinlan a few nights before and found it ironic 
that my mother and sister and I had just stood in the 
hall and agreed to let a life end with as much dignity 
as was still possible. No controversy, no trial, no 
headlines. We just talked about it and cried a little 
bit and that was that. 
Marna told me who would speak at the funeral 
and who would be the pallbearers, and explaim.'d 
that, even though she and Daddy had always said 
they weren't going to spend a lot of money on a 
casket, she had changed her mind, because Pearsall 
is a high class town and people would rerne1r1be1· it if 
she put him away in something cheap. I drove over 
to the Wonderland Mall and bought a new white 
shirt to bury him in and thanked the salesgirl when 
she told me to have a nice day. 
A few days late1·, about two in the morni11g, a nurse said, "I !e's going. I lis eyes have begun to 
set. He probably won't last more than an hour 
now." My mother, whose life had been bound up 
with this man for nearly half a century, squeezed his 
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hand and said, "Don't leave me, Honey." 
Somehow, he heard her and had strength enough to 
answer. He said, 'Tm not." 
And he didn't. From that moment, he began to get 
better - just a little, but better. After a couple of 
weeks, the doctors said maybe he could die at home 
if he could survive the seventy-mile trip in an auto-
mobile. He survived, but his mind was still gone and 
we were apprehensive of my mother's ability to care 
for this wasted but familiar body now inhabited by a 
demented, sometimes irascible stranger. For two 
weeks, he said little that made sense. Then one night 
my mother heard a loud bump and woke up to find 
him sitting on the floor. Neither of them can figure 
out how he got out of bed, but they don't ponder 
that mystery too much. More significant is that he 
began then, and has continued, to think and speak 
in a completely normal manner. His explanation is 
probably as good as any: "I fell flat on my butt and 
I've been fine ever since. I just gave myself a good 
chiropractic adjustment." 
As I am writing this, eight months after his fall, he 
is still alive and interested in reading what I might 
have to say about him. He walks with a cane and he 
drives his new Lincoln. As a matter of fact, he had a 
wreck trying to gun it out of a parking lot in front of a 
lesser vehicle. He enjoys having people tell him 
what a fine car it is, and he likes for you to notice 
how good it rides out on the highway. He stays in 
touch with the doctors, but has worked out his own 
regimen, taking pills in the dosages that make him 
feel better rather than those prescribed. When his 
skin began to itch terribly, an apparent side effect of 
the medicine, he cured it by rubbing himself with 
Pine-0-Pine for a couple of weeks. And to make 
sure he doesn't lose his mind again, he goes to the 
chiropractor every so often. 
It seems to be working. He looks bad and he 
knows it. He laughs about the time he saw an old 
man coming out of the post office and thought he'd 
rather die than be that feeble, then realized he was 
seeing his own reflection in the mirrored door and 
changed his mind, on the spot. When I first see him, 
I am always taken aback at how worn and small and 
bent he looks, but then he starts talking -- about the 
church's new bus ministry or some article he has 
read or some story he thin ks I 111 ight Ii ke to hear. I 
may be wrong, but I think he is making a conscious 
effort to pass on the oral tradition. In the last few 
months, he has told me wonderfu I stories I had 
never heard before, stories about driving a wagon to 
the gin when he was six or selling watermelons in 
Waco when he was twenty, stories filled with every 
detail that is pertinent and a good many that aren't. 
And when he talks a while, he seems to straighten 
up and fill out and his skin gets smooth and he is 
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young and strong again, like a man about forty. 
He spends most of his time nowadays working in 
his yard, an avocation to which he turned only in re-
tirement. He putters and plants and pulls nut grass 
for several hours a day, sometimes sitting so long on 
a low stool that he can barely get up. He's had a 
fence put up and a sprinkler system installed, and 
that last time I saw him he had ordered some 
cuttings that were supposed to grow into giant shade 
trees in less than two years. When he opened the 
package and found three or four little pieces of root 
that looked like rotted grapevine, I think he 
suspected it had not been one of his wisest 
purchases. But, as I have indicated, he doesn't give 
up easily. He looked them over, twirled them 
between his fingers, then said, "Better go get me a 
ladder. I'd hate to get trapped up in one of these 
things in case I don't get out of the way fast 
enough." 
I finally got up the nerve to tell him how much I appreciated the way he had maintained the 
integrity of his personality all the way to what I had 
thought was the end. He said, "I'm glad that's the 
way it was and I'm glad you noticed. Some people 
are full of fear. They are afraid to live and afraid to 
die. As long as you have that attitude, you are half 
whipped to start with. I heard people saying I was 
going to die, but I never really thought I would. I felt 
sort of like I was falling off a tall building and some-
body was going to come along and put a mattress 
out for me. I wasn't ready, but if it was time, I wasn't 
going to panic. I guess I inherited that from Mama 
and Papa." 
He explained how matter-of-factly both his 
parents had faced death and how he had admired 
that. I understood what he was saying. I told him, 
"It's hard to give your children a greater gift than 
that." He said something like "Wellsir, 11 and, typical 
of the way he has always dealt with conversations 
that get too close to the core, started talking about a 
helicopter that was flying over the house. Later, as I 
prepared to leave - knowing then, knowing now, 
that any such leavetaking might be the last -- he 
said, "I'm glad we had that little talk." I told him I 
wished I could do something to make hirn well. 
Since I couldn't, I would try to be the best man I 
knew how to be. He squeezed my hand. I think he 
understood what I was saying. I hope I did. 
L.C. "Peggie" Martin died August 73, 797B, after a 
brief period of hospitalization. He was 73 vears old. 
At his well-attended funeral, his grandsons served as 
pallbearers, his friends sang "Amazing Crace" and"/ 
Come lo the Caf(/en Alone," and, in keeping with his 
precise instructions, no one read the 23rd Psalm. Five 
(Continued on page 19) 
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Getting Hooked Into A 
''Person-To-Person Journey'' 
Life is the human experience, and it is the experiences that we share with each 
other that give our lives meaning and purpose and that provide comfort. We 
need God certainly, but we also need to know that other human beings 
understand our suffering and our feelings. 
NAME WITHHELD BY REQUEST 
My thoughts were stirred as I read the July 1982 issue of Mission Journal, and I felt moved to 
respond to what a person-to-person journey has 
come to mean in my life. My thoughts focused and 
reflected on this statement: "The journey is person-
to-person ... belonging, sharing, being accepted, 
give purpose and meaning to individual lives" (p. 7). 
What is it that flows between persons that makes 
the journey meaningful and worthwhile? What is 
that special ingredient that makes the difference? I 
believe it is the quality known in the secular world as 
"caring" and in the Christian community as 
"com passion." 
We know the times when we have been cared for 
in meaningful ways and when our lives have been 
touched by those who truly cared and responded to 
special needs at particular times. Songwriters touch 
this deep human need in songs that we have sung 
down through the years: "His eye is on the sparrow, 
and I know he cares for me." How comforting that is 
to us! 
Through God's design one of the greatest human 
needs is for relationships with other people. People 
need people. When we experience caring, it is 
because someone becomes involved with our life. 
Life is the human experience, and it is the ex-
periences that we share with each other that give 
our lives meaning and purpose and that provide 
comfort. We need God certainly, but we also need 
to know that other human beings understand our 
suffering and our feelings. 
It is especially crucial for the elderly or those 
facing imminent death to know that somehow their 
lives matter, that the world is a better place because 
they have existed, and that somebody cares now. 
As much as people need people, the most difficult 
times in the human journey to be person-to-person 
are when there is sorrow, pain, or suffering. There 
are times when words are inadequate to express 
what one feels for another person; there are times 
when the pain of life is simply overwhelming. But 
these painful experiences can be bridges for 
personal growth, and there is no greater joy or 
privilege than being a part of another's life during 
such times. 
Ten years ago I suffered a severe, acute depression. There were three things going on in 
my life simultaneously, any one of which was all that 
I could have managed with any degree of success. 
The three were overwhelming: My marr·iage was 
suffering from the stress created by conflict and tur-
moil within our family. I had become involved in 
some business matters that involved court cases. I 
had a teenaged son taking drugs, not attending 
school, running away from home. In my eyes I was a 
total failure as a mother and a person. You could 
have taken my self-concept and put it in a peanut 
shell, and it would have rattled around. I was 
obviously doing it all wrong. I felt inadequate and 
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powerless to make any changes. My life at that time 
was like looking at a photographic negative rather 
than a picture in full color. I felt totally responsible, 
but it was more than I knew how to handle. I could 
see no solution or alternatives. 
My depression grew deeper. I could not talk about 
it, because I felt that no one could possibly under-
stand. There was nothing in the sermons at church 
that gave me any clue that anyone could begin to 
comprehend or even care. To feel like this or to have 
such things happening in rny life was totally contrary 
to the concept of a good Christian life. Therefore, 
attending church only deepened my depression and 
lowered my alr·eady low self-esteem. 13ecause I knew 
of no one having similar experiences, I was 
convinced I was the only one whose life was so 
heavy and painful. 
As the problems increased, my depression grew 
even deeper. One night a friend called and invited 
me to a prayer service in someone's home to pray 
for a gospel meeting that was to be held in a couple 
of weeks. I remember mustering up enough courage 
to tell her that I could not attend because of the 
problems I was having with my son. I rcmernbcr 
wanting to cry out, "Stop praying for a meeting, and 
come to be with me; I need you right now." 13ut I 
was too depressed to say what I felt. By telling my 
friend about my problems, I had tried to call out; but 
it was not heard and understood. Wou Id the world 
have fallen apar-t if I had made such a request? I think 
not. 
Two days later my depression overwhelmed me 
and one morning I simply emptied a bottle of pills. 
With the empty bottle in hand, I suddenly realized 
that I needed help and called a friend who sent the 
rescue squad. After I was given emergency treat-
ment in the hospital, I was taken by my husband to 
my doctor's office. From there I was admitted to a 
private psychiatric hospital. 
I was placed in a locked ward at the hospital. 
When the effects of the pills wore off, I woke up 
totally alone in a mental hospital, aware that my 
freedom and my family were gone. Every familiar 
thing in life had been taken away from me. I only 
had the clothes on my back. Alone with myself in ;1 
strange place with strange people. 
As un-Christian as I had felt dming deepening 
depression, I was suddenly surprised to feel an 
awareness of the presence of God with me. I was not 
totally abandoned. I was still very much a human 
being with a soul. But as far as human relationships 
were concerned, I was alone for the first time with 
my soul. It was c1II that I had. Out of this experience I 
began to realize that to be depressed is not un-
Christian; it is simply human. God docs not abandon 
us when we are depressed c1nd cannot cope. That is 
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when God stands by us. It is only people that 
seemingly abandon us. 
As I had time to think, I began to realize also that 
God created us with a// our feelings. Every feeling 
that a person is capable of having is a part of God's 
creation. This includes the negative feelings: anger, 
guilt, hurt, loss, anxiety, and depression. These are 
just as much a part of human make-up as joy, peace, 
tranquility, and all the other good emotions. Hence, 
God does not reject us for our feelings. Indeed, even 
negative feelings are often appropriate for what we 
are experiencing. And just as God does not reject us 
when our feelings are negative, we need to be more 
accepting of others, reaching out with under-
standing, care, and presence. Because we all have 
these feelings, we can speak the sarne language. We 
can understand, because we ar·e human beings 
going through life together. 
I was totally cut off from home and family for the first two weeks in the hospital. Utterly alone! 
How I wished for some expression from someone I 
knew - a letter, a card, flowers -- but nothing 
,mivcd. I thought, "If I had been in a regular hospital 
for an appendectomy, the church would have sent 
flowers." Later, my minist("r told me that he didn't 
know how to handle my situation. He had felt it was 
so "confidential" that he had not even told the 
elders. How could anyone care for me if they didn't 
know? 
I was in the hospital that year for a total of almost 
four months, a third of a year. No one from the 
church ever· indicated to my family that anything 
was wrong. My husband was trying to cope with a 
motherless home, but no one even brought food 
not even a cake -- to help lift the burden. No one 
tried to comfort my children, to help them under-
stand, or to ask how they felt. When I came home 
from the hospital, I found that they had made friends 
with a young alcoholic woman with 110 church 
affiliation, but with whom they were able to talk and 
who made them feel at home. She was able to talk 
about life as it was for them. 
One of the lessons I learned from that is that 
whenever something is wrong in a home or family, it 
is important to make some acknowledgment. 
Whatever the situation, it is their life at the 
moment; and it helps to know that someone else is 
able to accept you and to express genuine care and 
concern. There is a no more isolated feeling than 
that which comes frorn watching your world 
collapse around you and then realizing that either 
no one has noticed or is afraid to mention it. 
I began to get better in the hospital and was dis-
charged. But recovery from depression is a long, 
slow road. I was emotionally delicate for a long, long 
time. One of the things I needed desperately was 
human contact when I returned home, for someone 
to simply call me on the telephone, just someone 
who cared enough to just call and inquire if I was 
okay that day. I used to have my husband call from 
the office just so the phone would ring during the 
day. It was a little thing, but made a tremendous 
difference in my emotional security at that particular 
time. 
One night when I was shopping at the grocery 
store, I was feeling particularly down and in need of 
human companionship. I saw our minister's wife 
going down one of the aisles with her grocery cart. 
When she left the store, I followed her to the car and 
asked her if I could talk with her. I told her about my 
recent hospitalization and my need for someone to 
talk to at times, someone to just call on the phone 
during the day when the house was so empty. I 
asked her if she would have some of the women 
pray for me. All of a sudden I re.alized that our con-
versation had been switched to the things she was 
involved in with her own work. I had again reached 
out, but was brushed aside. 
It was really a painful experience to come to the 
realization that the people whom I had expected to 
be there really didn't know how to deal with 
situations like mine. They were unprepared to deal 
with me in a person-to-person way. 
There are many sermons preached on what we 
ought to be doing, the ideal church, and the fellow-
ship of the church. It is a rude awakening when 
people don't come through in a time of deep need 
a terrible disappointment, a letdown. But 
Christians are human, and oftentimes they are 
simply unable to respond because they do not know 
how to deal with certain situations. One of the 
lessons I had to learn from my experience is that we 
need to accept even this weakness in people, revise 
our expectations, and allow other people to be 
human. This is perhaps the essence of forgiveness. 
But, on the other hand, we also need to be realistic 
in the church and help people to learn how to cope 
in specific ways with issues and problems of 
evcr·yday living and dying. 
But there were people who did c,ire. Just as my chilcfren had found an alcoholic friend, I found 
a world of total strangers who supported me when I 
needed it most. For the most part their church 
affiliations were unknown to me. It somehow wasn't 
important. They didn't do it ostensibly in the name 
of Christ; they did it as one human being to another·, 
simply caring and shcHing experiences and feelings 
--- sharing the human experience. And by sharing 
the human experience and speaking from the lwan, 
it became a mutual spiritual experience----- orw soul 
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touching another! 
When we talk about things like "compassion" and 
"caring," everyone assumes that we are talking 
about the same things and understand the meaning 
of the words alike. We use them in a general way, 
but rarely talk in terms of the specifics. What are 
some of the specifics of caring? 
Because I was the recipient of some of the most 
beautiful caring that any human being could ever 
experience, I learned some very special things. 
I had a very special doctor. It was through her in-
volvement and her genuine personal caring that I 
slowly began to recover. One day I asked her what it 
was that I "felt" when she simply said my name. She 
replied, "I have animals, horses and dogs; and 
whenever you have a sick animal, you have to let 
that animal know by the way you speak to it that you 
truly care." Caring is conveyed by the tone of voice, 
the look on a face, the touch of a hand, far more 
than through words that are spoken. 
And it was during my stay in the hospital that 
another patient taught me the essence of caring in a 
way that I shall never forget. I woke up at the 
hospital the first morning with an overwhelming 
sense of being alone. I was lying on the bed with my 
face buried in the pillow sobbing. All of a sudden I 
became aware that someone had come into the 
room and was beside the bed. I looked up and it was 
another patient. She kneeled down beside me and 
laid her hand on me. We looked at each other but 
didn't say a word. She just stayed there quietly. All of 
a sudden a calmness came over me and I stopped 
crying. I looked around and she was gone. 
The next day as I was sitting in a room with a 
group of women, I saw her. I said to her, "You will 
never know how much it meant to me when you 
came into my room yesterday and stayed with me." 
She looked at me with a blank expression and said, 
"Did I do that? I don't remember." Suddenly, I 
realized that she was a very sick woman and didn't 
have enough presence of mind to know what she 
had done. She had done it instinctively. She had 
simply seen another human being hurting, came to 
me, and was just there. I knew then that we don't 
need a great deal of thinking or have to know the 
right thing to say. The import,rnt thing is that we 
simply respond to people with the instincts that God 
gave us, just respond from our hearts and our souls. 
So often we interfer·e with this natural process by 
using our heads and saying, "I would like to help, 
but I am afraid that I will intrude or say the wrong 
thing." 
The healing comes through being present to 
another person. God does care for us, and we can 
know that; but there are times when we need to 
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know that flesh and blood people, just like 
ourselves, feel our pain and care that we are hurting. 
That is all we need. We don't need a great deal of 
wisdom. We just need someone. 
great many lessons through my experience of 
depression, deprivation, loneliness and longing. It 
opened up a whole new world of awareness for me 
It is hard now for me to write about my feelings 
and thoughts of ten years ago. It is almost as if it were 
another person. My life today has restored its 
balance. The picture is in full color now. I learned a 
the world of relating to people in a person-to-
person way. Getting hooked into a person-to-person 
journey brings a sense of belonging, provides the joy 
of sharing, gives you greater acceptance of yourself 
and other people, and puts purpose and meaning 
into I ife. M1ss10N 
THEKNOCKATTHEDOOR 
Editor's Note: After the discontinuance 
of his paper Mission Messenger in 
1975, Carl Ketcherside was asl<ed to 
write a biographical series in Leroy 
Carrett 's Restoration Review. Entitled 
"Pilgrimage of Joy," it especially re-
counts his spiritual journey. In 1951 he 
returned to Ireland at the request of 
brethren there to preach in evangelistic 
meetings and to help seu/e troubled 
waters rcccnt/)1 stirred up b)1 another 
American evangelist. It turned out to 
be a li{e-clianging experience and is 
shared warm/)1 and vulrwrah/)1 in this 
episode from his series. 
Reprinted (with minor editing) from 
the October 1978 issue of Restoration 
Review with permission. 
W. Carl Ketcherside, St. Louis, Missouri, is 
devoted to the cause of unity among the heirs of 
the "Restoration Movement" and far beyond 
those parameters. He is in much demand as a 
speaker at unity meetings, civic clubs, on college 
campuses, in congregations of various 
persuasions. 
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ByW. CARL KETCHERSIDE 
I come now to the place where I must recount a life-changing ex-
perience which was destined to 
completely reorient the whole 
philosophy of my relationship to the 
kingdom of heaven. I must preface 
what I shall say with the statement that 
I am by nature a pragmatist, not a 
mystic, although all of us are com-
binations of both. I suspect that every 
wholehearted follower of Jesus is 
confronted sooner or later with a sense 
of the great gulf which exists between 
what he believes and what he really is. 
For some, the confrontation with the 
Living Lord is gradual and almost 
academic. For others it may come as a 
flash of light in a crisis situation. That 
the latter should have been my lot is as 
unexplainable to me as it will be to 
those of you who now read about it. 
It occu1Ted on the afternoon of 
March 27, 1951. I know where it took 
place and I know the moment it took 
place. I am convinced now that if I had 
never left America, it would not have 
happened at all. Before I went to 
Ireland I conveyed to the brethren 
there my hope of visiting the little 
village of Ahorey and the meeting-
house in which Thomas Campbell had 
ministered. William Hendren and Joe 
Hamilton made contact with Mr. T.S. 
Hoey, secretary of the little Presby-
terian congregation; and he graciously 
suggested that we conduct a service in 
the quaint little place. Arrangements 
were made for Easter Monday, which 
is a "bank holiday" upon which all 
business places are closed and 
workers are free. 
Sixty-five of us met al the 13erlin 
Street meetinghouse early in the 
morning of a dark and dreary day with 
the rain pouring down. After a time of 
prayer we boarded the two chartered 
buses and set out upon our trip. 
Fortunately, by the time we reached 
Ahor,'y, the rain had ceased. This 
village where Alexander Cirnpbell 
spent his early boyhood was small 
indeed. Only three Irish farm cottages 
could be seen. One of them was used 
as a post office. The meetinghouse sat 
back in a yard which could have been 
the setting for Gray's Elegy. We made 
our way along the path, which was 
flanked by the moss-covered grave 
markers, to the door of the lovely little 
building where we were warmly 
greeted by the Presbyterian 
welcoming committee. 
In the entrance hall was a bronze 
plaque of Thomas Campbell inscribed 
with the words "Prophet of Union." 
He had become the second pastor of 
the congregation in 17913. The quaint-
ness and oldworldliness of the place of 
meeting immediately caught our 
attention. l.t was lighted with paraffin 
lamps. The pews had to be entered 
through little gates which had first to 
be unlocked. When the brethren had 
filed in and our Presbyterian hosts 
were seated, I unlocked the door 
leading to the speaker's platform and 
• took my place behind the stand con-
taining the same large pulpit Bible 
from which Mr. Campbell had often 
read. 
The audience stood and sang "ThP 
Lord's My Shepherd" to the haunting 
melody of the tunp Crimoncf. William 
Hendren led a prayer for the unity of 
all believers in the Lord Jesus. I turned 
to Ephesians 2 and read the chapter. I 
was moved to speak, as never before, 
on verse 14: "For he is our peace, who 
hath made both one, and hath broken 
down the middle wall of partition 
between us." I must have spoken 
more to myself than to the others, 
because all the rest of the day the 
expression "he is our peace" kept 
rising to the surface of my conscious-
ness, to be repeated silently. 
We were taken on a tour of the 
manse which had been completely 
refurbished in c1nticipation of the 
coming of the new pastor a fortnight 
hence. Then a gentle elderly woman 
who lived in a low whitewashed 
cottage with a thatched roof sent word 
asking if the American visitors would 
grace her humble abode for tea. Five 
of us readily accepted her invitation 
and sat down for a country repast in a 
dark little room where chunks of peat 
glowed in the tiny fireplace. Legend 
has it that whl'n tlw Camplwlls resided 
in the rnanse, Alt,xander often stopped 
at this ancient cottage while returning 
from Armagh, about four miles distant. 
We went on to Armagh, which dates 
its existence from 300 13.C., visiting the 
great library established by Primate 
Robinson in 1771 and the observatory, 
founded on "The Hill of Honey" in 
1790. We ended our visit in the area 
by exploring Saint Patrick's Cathedral, 
more than six centuries old, and now 
the headquarters for the Anglican 
Church of North Ireland. 
As we boarded the buses for the 
return to Belfast, the weather became 
nasty and bad; and soon the rain 
turned to snow which had become a 
sweeping blizzard by the time we 
reached the city streets. Because of the 
long and tiresome journey of the day, 
those with whom I lodged went on 
home, while I lingered with the 
George Hendren family for tea before 
the cheerful fireplace. Later, when I 
stepped out into the night to begin the 
two-mile walk, I was engulfed in 
swirling snow. I had to make rny way 
from one faint street light to another as 
I trudged along through five inches of 
accumulated snow. 
I have never experienced a greater sense of loneliness. It was as if I 
were walking through a universe 
devoid of all life but my own. The only 
sound to be heard in a great city w,1s 
that of my shoes crunching the snow 
beneath them. The activities of the day 
came surging back into my mind; and 
mingled with the reveries were the 
images of the noble souls who dared, 
in the midst of division, to dream of a 
united church. I thought again of the 
text which came to me as I read the 
Word, and of how it had also stirred 
the mind of a Presbyterian minister in 
such a rustic setting. I recalled the 
message I had recorded in the home of 
Mr. Hoey to be played at the next 
meeting of the Synod in 13elL1st. In that 
talk I urged that, if they had others of 
the caliber of Mr. Campbell, they send 
them to American shores to encourage 
unity among the frightfully divided 
heirs of the movement launched by 
their gentle minister of yestc'ryear. 
I was smitten with the hypocrisy of a 
plea for a humble peasantry to provide 
another apostle for oneness while I 
was among them as a factional 
r<'presentative. It came home to me 
with force that I had never re,1lly 
labored tor the unity of all who 
believe in Jesus. I had .1ctuallr, in 
mistaken zeal, contributed to the frag-
nwntation of the very movement 
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which Thomas Campbell had 
launched with such high hopes and 
great promise. Instead of furthering the 
noble "project to unite the Christians 
in all of the sects," I had absorbed and 
sometimes even gloried in a sectarian 
spirit. 
As I stumbled along through the 
deepening snow, alone in a foreign 
city, I found myself weeping and 
praying and making promises to God 
of what I would do if my life were 
spared. The word grace came like a ray 
of hope, and I rolled it on my tongue 
as if it were a juicy morsel. What I 
needed to make life worth living, to 
overcome my frustration, to rise above 
the futility of my own efforts was 
grace. In all of my forty-three years no 
other thought had ever struck me with 
such force. 
In my darkened room I lay awake all 
night wrestling with my own thoughts. 
The hours dragged on in the velvety 
blackness as I went back over every 
step of the day before. When dawn 
came, I was empty, drained, and 
helpless. Every dream of my life had 
vanished. Every ship of hope I had 
launched lay in broken pieces upon 
the rocks of my own past. I went 
downstairs to gaze upon a world of 
diamond-flecked whiteness, but t'ven 
its scintillating beauty impressed me 
but a fleeting second. 
I sat down before the little hearth 
with its one lump of coal (the last one 
of our ration) and picked up the Bible. 
My eyes were dim from weeping and 
from staring into darkness through a 
sleepless night. Without design I 
began reading with verse one of 
Revelation. I became aware that 
thoughts were leaping from the pages 
which I had read so often and taking 
lodgment in my benumbed brain. It 
was fascinating to have words come 
alive and to see their souls separate 
from the characters which the 
typesetter had given them as bodies 
and free themselves from the prison of 
print to tc1ke up abode in rny mind. 
I read until I came to the letter addressed to the community of the 
reconciled ones at Laodicea. I could 
identify with it as representative of our 
movement. We thought of oursC'lves 
as rich and incre:isHl with goods <1nd 
needing nothing. I renw111l1ered the 
oft-rcpe,ited question, "Whc1t is there 
left to restore?" or sonwtimes, "What 
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do we need that we do not have?" But 
I could also realize that we were poor, 
wretched, blind, and naked, as God 
saw us, I read on and came to realize 
what was meant by the gold tried in 
the fire which could be purchased 
only at the divine currency exchange 
by those willing to pay the staggering 
price, At last I knew what was meant 
by the white raiment which covers the 
nakedness of congregations that 
parade unashamedly, unaware that 
their garments of fig leaves and their 
masks are transparent; they are 
wearing see-through apparel while the 
world looks and laughs, For the first 
time I also knew what was meant by 
the ointment which restores sight to 
eyes that are blinded by cataracts of 
pride, ambition, and sectarian 
prestige, 
I saw the answer to al/ of my 
longings, all of my loneliness, a// 
of my lovelessness to others. 
"Behold, I stand at the door, and 
knock: if any man hear my voice, 
and open the door, I will come in 
to him, and will sup with him, 
and he with me." I had never 
once invited Jesus to come in. 
And then I saw the answer to all of 
my longings, all of my loneliness, all of 
my lovelessness to others. "Behold, I 
stand at the door, and knock: if any 
man hear my voice, and open the 
door, I will come in to him, and will 
sup with him, and he with rne." I had 
never once invited Jesus to come in. 
True, I had never asked hirn to stay 
out; but I had never shared with hirn 
the kind of intirnacy he had promised: 
the warrn glow of cornpanionship at 
the supper table, the convivial 
atrnosphere in which friends talk and 
laugh and joke together and let thern-
selves go in the firrn trust that they 
perfectly understand one another, 
I had come to Jesus thirty years 
before, and then sorne; but it is one 
thing to corne to Jesus at his invitation 
and a wholly different thing to have 
Jesus come in to you at your invitation. 
I carne to him out of a state of 
alienation, like a refugee fished out of 
the muck and mire who needs to be 
cleaned up in the bath of regeneration 
and given an abiding place. 
But the statement to the Laodiceans 
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was not rnade to those outside. It was 
made to those inside, It was Jesus who 
was outside. Regardless of the state of 
the things in the congregation with 
which one is identified, that one can 
have a royal guest sitting at his supper 
table and gracing his life with his 
presence. 
He does not need to leave where he 
is, He does not need to look for· 
another "church." In the midst of 
poverty of spirit, wretchedness, 
misery, blindness, and sharneless 
nudity, he can be filled with joy un-
speakable and full of glory. I had never 
really experienced that kind of joy. In 
fact, nothing had ever happened to me 
that I could not describe - and glibly 
enough at that. I had been dubious of 
anyone who had been too happy. It 
did not seem right for a Christian who 
ought to be "walking on eggshells" for 
fear there was a minute law he rnight 
have overlooked. Such omission 
would bring the wrath of God down 
upon his unsuspecting skull as the 
pagan temple killed the blind Samson 
while the idolaters were laughing at 
hirn. 
Now I was being tendered an offer 
of genuine, thrilling, life-changing 
association, which could have been 
mine all along if I had not wandered in 
the fog boiling up frorn the dank and 
boggy marshes of legalism and 
tradition. All I had to do was to hear a 
voice and open the door, That was it. 
There was no other condition: no 
regimen of penance, no burden of 
regret about yesterday, There was no 
high-pressure selling, no arm-twisting. 
Loneliness would leave through the 
same door by which Jesus entered, 
exactly as light must dispel darkness. 
Sorrow and sighing would pass away. 
I heard His knock' I heard his voice! I am not talking about audible im-
pressions or things like sound waves 01· 
reverberation. It was too deep "for 
sound or foam," as the poet said. So I 
arose, put on n1y overcoat and the 
borrowed overshoes which had been 
loaned to rne by a kind brother, and 
walked the two blocks over to where 
the double-decker bu, stopped to pick 
up riders bound for the heart of the 
city. I swung off the platform at 
Shankill l<'.oad and walked up to the 
liltle nieetinghouse 011 Berlin Street. 
Inside it was dark and filled with a cold 
which caught warm breath and sent it 
swirling upward like a cloud. 
I sat down in a pew selected at 
random and counted the cost of what I 
was about to do. I realized that I had 
been tracked down and brought to 
bay by "the hound of heaven." I rnust 
have sat there for an hour with the 
cold seeking the openings in the fibers 
of my clothing, At last I kneeled down 
I realized that I had been tracked 
down and brought to bay by "the 
hound of heaven." ... At last I 
kneeled down and spoke, 
perhaps audibly, "This is it! I 
have come to the end of the road 
and I'm opening the door! Come 
in!" Immediately he did exactly 
what he promised he would do, 
and I knew it! 
and spoke, perhaps audibly, "This is it! 
I have come to the end of the road and 
I'm opening the door! Corne in!" 
lrnrnediately he did exactly what he 
promised he would do, and I knew it! 
There were no hot flashes, no hair 
standing on end, no goose-pimples, no 
spinal chills, no "speaking in 
tongues." There was none of that! 
But there was the indescribable 
feeling of the rightness of all things, the 
possession of a peace which 
transcended hurnan rationality and 
understanding, I knew a part of me 
had died and that part would never be 
resurrected, It had been replaced with 
a new "me" who was not at all of my 
own creation. I was different. I also 
knew I would never be the same 
again. Never, reg,Hdless of what 
happened. And then there was that 
joy' Perhaps the most powerful 
thought which gripped me was that I 
had no further enemies among the 
brethren. They were all children of 
Godl We had a common Father. It 
struck me with a fldsh that I could 
never again hate those whom he 
loved. 
As J.13, Phillips put it, "We know thc1t 
we have passed from death unto life 
because we love the brethren." The 
love of God had been poured out in 
my heart by the Holy Spirit he had 
given me (Romans 5:5). 





The best he could say was that they had just hung in there and over time 
found out what love really is - and isn't, that it changes as people change, 
and that, above all, it keeps no score; that loving. someone doe~ n?t mean 
always loving that someone, and hurting someone ,s part of the nsk mvolved 
in loving somebody. 
By Ms. M. 
O h Cindy, Cindy darling, if only I could help you. He stood there in his bathrobe and bare feet 
and watched the young mother poke oatmeal at the 
infant. She was lovely and when she tilted her head 
away from him, he knew she was trying to hide her 
tears behind the long dark hair that fell across her 
face. 
She was only twenty-three, married hardly two 
years, pregnant on her wedding day, and now it had 
come to this. 
Well, yes. Such things happened frequently now-
days, he thought. He knew that there were scores of 
brides, just like Cindy, who went to the altar ex-
pectant; and he pined for the fathers, just like him-
self, who resolved not to let that fact hinder their 
relationship with their new sons. But now it was 
over; and he was seeking to console himself by 
thinking of all the other fathers who, just like 
himself, saw their unrealistic-but-always-undaunted 
hopes for a happily-ever-after go up in smoke --- and 
so soon after the wedding day. 
His mind retraced the years and the things he had 
given his daughter; the things he had wanted to give 
her; the things he had hoped he'd given her. And he 
reminded himself (how many times?) that what he 
wanted most to give her was impossible of conferral: 
that was his experience, his years as a husband and 
father. He would have given to her his very life. He 
would have given his very life for her if it could have 
saved her this anguish. But he could not. So he 
would comfort her and himself as best he could. Or, 
at least try. 
She finished feeding the baby, washed his face 
and hands, and lifted him from the high chair. She 
*This article is dedicated to my husband and with special thanks to my 
friends H. and T. 
sat back down and gazed out the bay window. 
Hiding the tears was no longer even worth the pre-
tense and so she gave in to childlike agonies. 
"Oh, Daddy," she wailed, "where did we go 
wrong? What happened to us? I just don't under-
stand. I tried so hard to do everything right. I wanted 
so much to please him." 
As a parent, what could he say to her? That it 
never was meant to be in the first place? That in spite 
of his and her mother's efforts to accept the situation 
they knew from the very beginning that it wouldn't 
worl<? 
Or should he adopt his best hoary voice of 
paterfamilias and tell her the t_ruth: that orange 
blossoms wither and die and white orchids are pig 
fodder in Venezuela and love ought to be depicted 
as a cypress tree growing imperceptibly in swampy 
muck. Or perhaps he should get a little cynical and 
suggest that the Bluebird of Happiness is really a 
carrion feeder in drag. 
"Baby, you tried, you really tried. You did every-
thing you could but it's over now and you've goUo 
put it aside. Believe me, you will be happy aga111. 
This won't last forever." 
Miserable comforter, I, he thought. Such gems of 
wisdom to console one so young facing the worst 
tragedy she's ever known, the second worst tr~gedy 
in any life. But somehow she'll survive. We II all 
survive, he thought. 
1 n his meager effort to reassure his daughter he found that he himself needed much reassurance 
lest his own doubts and insecurities turn to self-
flagellation. It was necessary that he wrestle down 
whatever logic, whatever villain, whatever evil spirit 
might lie behind the disaster. He admitted again that 
time had long passed for assigning to his ex-son-111-
law the role of miscreant. It was much too pre-
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sumptuous for him to try to separate the parts of the 
two-become-one, 
Casting about further for a demon to blame for the 
present situation, his mind's eye fell upon the high 
priests of Cindy's generation: those who so 
convincingly denied personal responsibility and 
espoused doing one's own thing, walking away from 
situations should they become untenable; those 
who spoke away guilt and failure as mere 
aberrations of the twisted human mind; and those 
who labeled conflict, pain, and anxiety as anomalies 
of life, Yet at the same time, he would give them 
some credit. They decried the inequity of the double 
standard; pointed up prudish, dishonest, unhealthy 
sexuality; and challenged the hypocrisy so prevalent 
in personal relationships -- a// relationships, 
Nevertheless, he found the current rationale 
lacking in that it left agreements and cornrnitrnents 
without foundation other than human whimsy, It 
was only too obvious to him that there could be no 
reliability or security if passing emotion and an easy 
conscience were the final arbiters of responsibility 
and contracts, For him, there had to be something 
outside mutual understanding and the promise itself 
which had power to lay claim on the participants in 
the agreement: some elemental quality beyond 
human mutability - a separate entity, mystical, 
perhaps - which gave staying power to circum-
stances when human frailty would fain dissolve the 
contract, 
But quickly he realized the futility of such thinking 
relative to present circumstances and returned to 
caressing his daughter with his eyes, He ached to 
sweep her up in his arms as he did when she was a 
child and hurting. He longed to give her answers 
that would ease her pain; but there were no answers 
to give. 
He reconsidered all his earlier analyses and dis-
section of the situation and came again to the same 
painful inconclusion: Reasoning and answers about 
it were really quite tentative, and causes and effects 
in human affair·s were nebulous and existed 
subjectively and precariously at best. He'd never 
know all the variables and possibilities surrounding 
the divorce but he did know this for sure: she was 
suffering and he, too, on her account. 
He observed her strained expression and thought 
how ill prepared she was for all this. And yet, he 
knew no one was ever really prepared for it. He 
wanted to tell her that. He wanted to tell her that life 
was suffering, and it was all right to weep and wail 
and gnash her teeth. He wanted her to know it was 
O.K. to regress to girlhood and dependence and 
even helplessness. He wanted to tell her that life 
does not go in a straight line but n1eanders and 
muddles through a maze of backtracking, contra-
dictions, frustrations, and dead ends. He wanted her 
to know that others she might see who appeared so 
sure and fortunate in their paths were either faking it 
or had learned through experience and 
disappointment not to anticipate the turns, the 
sudden stops, the unseen. 
But for all that, he knew she could only discover 
those things for herself and it would take a long time. 
How fragile, yet how planish, he thought, was the 
human frame. 
11 Daddy/ 1 she stared straight into his face, 11 did 
you and Morn ever think about divorce? 11 
He took a deep breath and felt in his chest the surge caused by the discrepancy between what 
is and what ought to be, between the real and the 
ideal; but he could not lie to her. 
11 Sure1 Baby. Anybody married as long as your 
mother and I have been has thought of it. I guess 
it's just that we didn 1t think and talk about it as much 
as some people. 11 
He truly did not intend to aggravate her feelings of 
discomfort right then by parading before her the 
longevity of his own marriage. It was difficult enough 
for her to handle her own sense of loss and failure 
without the added judgment which she felt the 
length of his own marriage suggested. 
And that hint of condemnation, he surmised, was 
the basis of a vague tension between them. Some of 
her grief and anxiety were, in part, he suspected, 
due to her perception of his long-standing 
conviction: 
Thou shalt stay married through thick and thin. 
But what she did not know was that at exactly that 
moment he was acutely aware of just how rigid, yet 
how elastic and frangible that conviction could be 
for him. He remembered only too well the times 
when a well-placed kiss, or phone call, or angry 
word would send the whole structure of his psychic 
world reeling downward. Subject to his own 
physical and psychological chemistry, the abstract 
principle could pass from solid to liquid to steam, 
depending on body temperatures. Yet, on the 
surface, the ideal remained intact. 
He studied the triangular pattern of the kitchen 
floor and gingerly probed 11 the conviction 11 as it had 
stood when he first married. For himself and Cindy\ 
mother it was a code, a set of assumptions, a pre-
scription of duties and roles. Each had certain rights 
regarding the other party because of the vows taken. 
He recalled how in his youth, like a strutting bantam 
rooster, he used to preen and court his chick to 
prove to himself his ownership of her and to 
establish his control over her. And how when that 
means of wooing and amusal and conquest grew 
stale, he would leap on her and peck her into sub-
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men who had known him well spoke with reasonable 
accuracy of his work, his character, and his 
personality. More than once, the burden of sorrow 
was lightened by laughter at the memory of an un-
mission to make her his own, to make sure she knew 
she was his own. And yet, he thought, the brow 
beatings and coercion were not because he didn't 
love his wife but because he did. Day in, day out, 
knowingly, unknowingly, the promises were re-
affirmed. Lovingly, lovelessly, indifferently, angrily, 
joyously, the two experienced the bonds of 
matrimony. 
But it was the middle years when the early 
assumptions and promises to love and care for each 
other became tainted and devolved to matter-of-fact 
obligation. Surrepticiously, his love passed from 
appreciation and desire to taken-for-grantedness to 
unspoken disgruntlement to outright hostility. Two 
decades turned unfettered holding-on and to-
getherness into a cage: a rugged, resilient, ever-
accommodating cage of infinitely malleable bars -
bars capable of bending into a thousand shapes of 
Two decades turned unfettered holding-on 
and togetherness into a cage: a rugged, 
resilient, ever-accommodating cage of 
infinitely malleable bars - bars capable of 
bending into a thousand shapes of marital 
love: love grotesque and unrecognizable 
because of the very demands to love. 
marital love: love grotesque and unrecognizable 
because of the very demands to love. 
With all its initial bright promise, his marriage had 
become a prison, but a prison with its door always 
open, seductively beckoning to hirn to escape lest it 
slam shut permanently. 
And she asked if we ever thought of divorce. 
He shifted his weight as he leaned against the 
drainboard. Well, he rnulled, I could tell her we 
didn't consider divorce very seriously because it 
was too rnuch financial hassle and emotional 
expense. Or I could lie outright and say there was 
nobody, no lovers out there, waiting to pick up the 
pieces of our lives and help us put ourselves back 
together. Or maybe I ought to say that our religion 
doesn't sanction it and we're hung up on that. 
After several seconds he realized that the best he 
could say was that they had just hung in there and 
over time found out what love 1eally is -- and isn't; 
that it changes as people change; and that, above 
all, it keeps no score; that loving someone does not 
rnean always loving that someone, and hurting 
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common man. Adapting the words of the Apostle 
Paul to the audience and the occasion, the last 
speaker closed his remarks by saying, "Peggie Martin 
fought the good fight; he finished the course; he kept 
the faith; and he hoed his row to the end."_ MISSION 
someone is part of the risk involved in loving 
somebody. 
But what had all this to do with her anguish, he asked himself. How could she possibly under-
stand all that at this point? And he perceived the 
forever gap between parents and children - TIME. 
He walked to the table where she sat and put his 
arm around her shoulder. He ruminated a little 
longer and granted that he was no authority on 
divorce. Marriage, maybe, but not divorce. 
He saw that the consolation and advice which he 
might offer was very little indeed. Actually, all he 
knew that he could do was give his undying, un-
conditional love to her which said, "I don't under-
stand the why of all this, I can't feel what you feel. 
But you are very, very important to me and I love 
you. We live in different realms, in a different time 
and place; but love is the one limitless thing we 
share. Without that, all codes, all promises, all 
human interaction, all hope, all eternity becomes 
empty wasteland." He smiled to himself as he 
thought·- reinventing the wheel again. 
And then he turned his attention to his old scruple 
about marriage and accepted that there was no 
reconciling it with the present situation. But, on the 
other hand, he mused, why should he have to? His 
principles, he realized, were just that - his. They 
were not hers. They were his standards, meant only 
for himself; and she would have to discover her own 
and live with all the inconsistencies and contradic-
tions of hers just as he had done with his. 
And he thought further and repented that there 
were few ideals that he'd die for. But for Cindy, yes, 
he he would die; and he would 
He knew that the incongruities of life had 
always existed and always would. And in 
this case, he was finding that capitulation 
and acceptance offered more than 
explanation or justification. 
compromise himself again and the ideal would live 
on, out there apart from flawed human creation 
which honored ideals more in the breach than in the 
keeping. He knew that the incongruities of life had 
always existed and always would. And in this case, 
he was finding that capitulation and acceptance 
offered more tl1u11 explanation or justification. M1ss10N 
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STUDIES IN SOUTHERN IDENTITY 
A STUDY OF SOUTHERN IDENTITY: WILL CAMPBELL AND THE SOUL OF THE SOUTH 
by Thomas l. Connelly. New York: Continuum, 1982, 157 pp., $10.95. 
Connelly's central thesis is that in order to understand what it means to be 
southern one must understand country music: "On the surface, Nashville's 
music is an image of masculine boldness, physical assertion and power. 
Underneath, it is the music of a dispossessed class and lost souls as well. 11 
Reviewed by HERBERT A. MARLOWE, JR. 
For those persons attempting to 
understand the personal implications 
of their southern fundamentalist heri-
tage> Will Camp/Jell and the Soul of the 
South will prove to be an illuminating 
document. On one level Connelly has 
writtc>n a brief and interesting bio-
graphy of Will Campbell. On another 
level the author explicates the nature 
of southern identity, using Campbell as 
Everyman. On a third level, the book is 
a story of the plight of the Southerner 
who is alienated from his roots, but is 
also strongly tied to those roots. 
Will Campbell, by way of brief 
introduction, is a native Mississippian, 
an ordained Southern l3aptist clergy-
man, a Yale Divinity School graduate, 
a civil rights advocate who also 
ministers to nwrnlwrs of the KKK, the 
publisher of Katallagetc, a11d an 
advoclle of a return to primitive 
Christianity. Obviously a man of many 
dinwnsions, he espouses a theological 
position that persons of a restorationist 
perspective would find important. 
On thP level of personal biography 
Herbert A. Marlowe, Jr., is Associall> Director of 
Continuing Education and Training in Tfw 
Florida Mental Health lnstitut,,, University of 
South Florida at Tampa. 
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Connelly's book is more a sampler of 
Campbell as preacher than a full-
fledged biography. Despite its briei-
ness, the book's allusions to significant 
historical events such as Selma or Little 
Rock and its narration of the personal 
events of Campbell's life, such as his 
baptism, his brother Joe, his Mt. Juliet 
farm, give the 1·cader an excellent 
sense of the man. 
Through selective use of quotation 
Connelly also captures Campbell the 
preacher. Among the St'lected quota-
tions the> following define the essence 
of Campbell's Christianity. 
On the essential nature of the 
Christian faith: "We're all 
bastards, but Cod loves us 
anyway" (p. 102). 
On what it means to be a 
Christian: "Do nothing. Just be 
something. That is the whole 
message of being a real Christi,rn 
anyway. Just be what you say 
you are a Christian" (p. 127). 
On the need to return to 
primitive Christianity: "The 
Southern 13aptist faith and other 
powerful regional churches (the 
book includes the Church of 
Christ in this category) [have] 
become too involved in their in-
stitutional structure. No one 
[wants] to return to ... First Cen-
tury Christianity" (p. 90). 
This latter charge alone makes this 
book important for those seriously 
concerned with a restoration plea. 
The strength of Connelly's work 
however lies in its second dimension: 
the discussion of southern identity. Of 
particular interest is the role religion 
plays in the development and 
maintenance of southern identity. 
Since the majority of the nwrnbership 
of the Church of Christ are either 
Southerners or of a southern heritage, 
Connelly's discussion has numerous 
implications for our understanding of 
ourselves as a people. If the path to 
wisdom does lie in self-knowledge, 
then the book is a major step along 
that path. 
Connelly's central thesis is that in 
order to understand what it means to 
be southern one must understand 
country music: "On the surface, Nash-
ville's music is an image of masculine 
boldness, physical assertion and 
power. Underrwath, it is the music of .i 
dispossessed class and lost souls as 
well" (p. 113). The religion of country 
music and that of much of the South 
is one of dislocated people. "It con-
centrates upon the agony of the 
human condition and contains a fierce 
individualism. Man is central. Religion 
is a contract between God and mortals 
and is an exercise of free will" (p. 137). 
"The basic element in the mind of the 
South and its music is the exis-
tence of a civil rr,ligion. . The 
fund,imental credo of the South's civil 
religion is the awarerwss of man's 
shortcomings" (p. 135). 
In Will Campbell's opinion, there 
are only three themes to country 
music: making low, drinking, and 
fighting. Connelly sees these three 
themes as metaphors which identify 
the basic str·uctu re of the southern 
identity. Making love is a metaphor· for 
passion and guilt, inhibition and 
extreme sexudl desire. Drinking and 
fighting are metaphors for violence in 
the sense of either· physical harm or 
admiration for things physical and in 
the sense of moral or spiritual death. 
Other components of the southern 
identity discussed by Connelly include 
a strong linkage to place (home, soil), a 
deep sense of insecurity, an awareness 
of trag<'dy, an enduring rationale for 
defeatism, a sin--obsesscd Calvinism, a 
strong sense of alienation, and the 
importance not of doing but of being. 
l3asing his analysis on the con-
sequences of slavery, the aftermath of 
the Civil War, and the religious beliefs 
of the region, Connelly offers an 
illuminating description of what it 
means to be a Southerner. 
The third dim<'nsion of Connelly's 
work addresses the plight of the 
Southerner who no longer identifies 
with his heritage. This per·son may be 
either a political liberal, an expatriate 
literary figure, or a religious believer 
who r<'jects his fundamentalist 
heritage. Connelly's (and Campbell's) 
perspective on the alienated 
Southerner can be summed up in the 
following series of quotations: "One 
vital aspect of being a human being is 
to come to terms with your own 
history, whatever it is" (p. 115), 
because "ti<'S with home and soil arc 
not broken, only stretched" (p. 15) 
since "the Southern soul is incapable 
of ... a break with one's past" (p. 
103). Southerners, no mattl'r how they 
may stray from their roots, are still 
intimately linked to that heritage. 
While one may not be able to go 
home ag,iin, one must affirm the past 
as part of one's identity in order to 
achieve personal integration. 
Connelly's work simultaneously 
addresses and raises a number of 
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issues of importance to religious 
Southerners. On a general theological 
level the issues of the nature of 
primitive Christianity, the functions of 
institutions, and the role of a global 
ministry are all points in rWl'd of 
further discussion. On a personal 
level, the book g<:'nerates such 
questions as these: What relationship 
is th('re betwC'en a fundamentalist heri-
tage and an adult sexual identity? How 
does one affirm one's roots while 
simultaneously rejecting their current 
viability? How does one use history, 
culture, and place to gain self-
understanding? The book raises 
specific questions for members of the 
Church of Christ: To what degree is 
our concept of restoration either a 
fallacy or a delusion? In what ways, if 
any, has a "faith-without-works-is-
dead" theology developed a pervasive 
sense of anxiety among members of 
the Church of Christ? In what ways is 
the Church of Christ both a product 
and a producer of the southern 
culture? How much of what has been 
conceptualized as New Tesrarnent 
Christianity is in r·eality a southern 
United States religious form? 
Connelly's work generates many 
other questions. It stimulates an 
examination of orwself, one's culture, 
and one's theology. In sum, it is a sub-
stantial achievement. 
THE GLAD RIVER by Will D. Campbell. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
1982, 310 pp., $14.50. BROTHER TO A DRAGON Fl Y by Will D. Campbell. New York: 
Continuum, 1977, 268 pp., $5.95, paper. 
"We, my people, ... picked the wrong enemy. We were right in aligning 
ourselves with the black sufferer. But we were wrong in not directing some 
of our patience and energy and action to a group which also had a history. 
A history of slavery. The redneck's slavery, called indentured servanthood, 
was somewhat, but only somewhat, unlike that of black slaves." 
Reviewed by ROBIN FOREMAN 
Will Campbell, author of Brother to 
a Dragon(/y, an autobiography, and 
The Clad 1-<ivcr, a recently published 
novel, holds a unique - and uniquely 
Robin Foreman is a f rpe lance writer living in 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina, but spends 
most of her time al the prespnt caring for doctor-
husband Art and young son Tom. 
Christian --- view on social issues, one 
that dissatisfies those on both the left 
and the right, and thus se<'lllS just what 
Christ had in mind. 
Although Campbell advocates racial 
equality, one would be hard press<'d 
to characterize him as a political or 
religious liberal. 13ut he started out that 
way. He says, first, that segregation 
was and is wrong; and he risked his 
own reputation and life by fighting to 
end it during the 19'i0s and 1960s. 
However, he does not share the 
liberals' contempt for the poor white 
srnrlh<'rn "redneck." Instead, he says 
that Christians must love white bigots 
as well as blacks. llis scorn is directed 
not at Ku Klux Klansnwn, who, lw 
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says, are victims of poverty as surely as 
are black rioters in Watts and Detroit, 
but at the "respectable" giant cor-
porations, our political leaders, and 
radical youths who are the sons and 
daughters of the wealthy and can go 
back to leading our institutions after 
they are through rebelling. 
Campbell didn't always see the 
struggle for racial equality in this light; 
it took many years and a revealing 
discussion with his non-Christian 
friend P.D. East, a publisher whose 
newspaper advocated integration in 
Mississippi in the 1960s. 
Brother to a Dragonfly is the story of 
Campbell's relationship with his 
brother Joe through the latter's 
descent into drug addiction and death. 
Woven throughout the book, 
however, are Campbell's accounts of 
his work in the Civil Rights Movement 
and his transition from a secular 
outlook to a Christian lookout. Joe 
helped Will make the transition. 
One night when the brothers were 
driving from Birmingham, Alabama, to 
Meridian, Mississippi, Joe (whose drug 
addiction had destroyed his marriage 
and whose recent attempt at 
reconciliation with his wife had been 
unsuccessful) asked Will to tell him 
some stories about his former ministry 
to prisoners. In one of the accounts, 
Will described his attempt to counsel a 
young man who had been raped the 
night before by the other inmates. 
For several miles we talked 
seriously about where the real 
tragedy in the jail scene was, 
whether it was the young man 
who had been sexually abused 
through the night while locked 
up by the state or the four men 
who had somehow been turned 
into something less than human. 
We talked about ministry. Joe 
said that since I had been to 
seminary and he hadn't, he 
would take the kid for his 
ministry and he would give me 
the four. Obviously I was 
supposed to ask him what he 
would do for the lad. So I did. "I 
would take him some 
Preparation H. I'm a druggist! 
Now. How are you going to 
minister to the fom who did it?" 
Of course, that was not quite so 
easy. (Brother to a Dragonfly, p. 
J 70) 
That conversation, and a later one 
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with East, helped bring Campbell to 
the realization that he should be 
ministering to his own people: white 
bigots, not blacks. 
We, my people, ... picked the 
wrong enemy. We were right in 
aligning ourselves with the black 
sufferer. But we were wrong in 
not directing some of our 
patience and energy and action 
to a group which also had a 
history. A history of slavery. The 
redneck's slavery, called 
indentured servanthood, was 
somewhat, but only somewhat, 
unlike that of black slaves. 
(Ibid., p. 226) 
Will Campbell also came to see that 
he was acting as an agent of the state, 
not the Lord, by getting involved in the 
politics of integration. 
His ministry 'had become an 
attempted negation of Jesus, of 
human engineering, of riding 
the coattails of Caesar, ot 
playing on his ballpark, by his 
rules and with his ball, of 
looking to government to make 
and verify and authenticate our 
morality, of worshiping at the 
shrine of enlightenment and 
academia, of making an idol of 
the Supreme Court, a theology 
of law and order .... (Ibid., p. 
222) 
In The Clad River the conflict 
between state and discipleship is more 
fully developed. For Campbell the 
state is an evil force. The book's anti-
war sentiment seems more 
appropriate to the Vietnam War than 
to the "last of the good wars." But 
that's Campbell's intent-· to show the 
wickedness of even a "good war." 
Three men Doops Momber, 
Kingston Smylie, and Fordache 
Arceneau, a Cajun who acquires the 
nickname "Model T" - meet in basic 
training during World War II and 
become "the neighborhood." They 
look after one another, pool their 
money when necessary, and, as Doop 
says at the end of the novel, "We just 
loved one another" (p. 309). 
After the war ends, the men return 
home but continue to get together 
once a month. Then Model T, who 
had been horribly disfigured in a mine 
explosion during the war, is charged 
with raping and murdering his 
girlfriend. The rest of the novel deals 
with the neighborhood during Model 
T's trial and execution. Here, as well 
as in war, the state is a murderer. 
In addition to rejecting the state, 
Campbell also rejects mainstream 
religion, particularly modern Baptists. 
Model T and Kingston are Catholics, 
and Doops is a Baptist who refuses to 
be baptized. D<)OpS believes that there 
are no real Baptists left. 
As a child Doops had read a history 
of the Anabaptists, religious radicals 
who refused to fight in wars, serve on 
juries, or baptize their infants. He had 
been haunted hy the story of three 
persons who lived in sixteenth-century 
Holland: Cecelia Geronymus, Pieter 
Boens and Goris Cooman, who were 
executed because of their beliefs by 
the Lutherans and Calvinists in power. 
Now he is searching for someone who 
has the same courage and the same 
disdain for the world that those three 
had. He bristles at the idea of being 
baptized at his mother's church in its 
new heated baptismal pool. "You 
reckon Brother Jesus was baptized in 
one of them electric pools, Miss 
Mother?" he asks (p. 181). 
The book is full of unsavory 
mainstream Christians. Doops's 
mother, flighty and smug, has an 
astonishing lack of sensitivity. After 
Model T is sentenced to be 
electrocuted, she tells Doops: 
I know you think a lot of the boy 
Model T .... But have you ever 
really looked at him? Honey, he 
looks like something in a 
carnival. What would somebody 
like that have to lose? (p. 259) 
The men's Army chaplain had been 
no less disagreeable. He glorified war 
in his sermons, "basking in his 
assumed eloquence, rambling on 
about the virtues of wresting this 
sacred island of verdant green from the 
yellow of the rising sun .... " (p. 49). 
The real Christians in The Clad F?.iver 
are misfits: Doops is set apart from his' 
fellow Baptists by the purity of his 
beliefs; Kingston is a Redbone, a 
mixture of white, Indian, and black 
blood; and Model Tis a Cajun, who, at 
the beginning of the novel, can 
scarcely speak English. They don't act 
like proper Christians: they drink beer, 
they curse, they don't go to church. 
And yet Model T's life is an imitation of 
Christ's. He is despised, a poor Cajun, 
a Catholic in the South, his face 
hideous. During his trial he refuses to 
"play on Caesar's ballpark"; he will 
not swear to tell the truth because he 
believes that swearing is proscribed in 
the Bible. Thus he ruins his chances of 
being acquitted and assures his 
execution. 
When Doops is finally baptized, it is 
by Model T in his cell on Death Row. 
Ironically, the "Baptist" Doops finds is 
a Catholic, but then Model T is not a 
traditional Catholic any more than 
Doops is a traditional Baptist. The true 
Christian transcends denomina-
tionalism and social categories, 
Campbell seems to be saying. 
Finally, Model T, like Christ, is 
executed as a criminal, with Doops 
cast in the role of Mary and John, 
watching his beloved die. 
*** 
"God is sludge," Model T 
said .... 
"Tell us what that means." 
"Well, I just got to thinking 
about what sludge does - you 
know. I mean you said it makes 
things grow like nothing else in 
the world. But the truth is it's 
really what nobody else wants. I 
mean, it's what everybody 
throws away, wants to get rid of, 
think they don't need - you 
know. And ... aw, this sounds 
silly." ... 
"No, it isn't. Now go on," 
Doops said. 
"Well, I was just thinking 
about when the Baby Jesus was 
born in Bethlehem. You know, 
they wouldn't have him .... 
And then when they killed him 
you know how they buried 
him under these big ole rocks. 
Just threw him away, you might 
say .... But there was some kind 
of power there. Something just 
made him grow up out of there. 
And then that gives us ... what 
do you call it? ... Salvation? And 
- you know - makes us grow 
and even when we're dead we 
grow again. I was just thinking 
about all that ... and that's why 
I just said what I said, that God is 
sludge." (pp. 190-191) 
*** 
There are a few problems with 
Campbell's outlook, however. It is 
hard to see how preventing Nazism 
from spreading was evil or un-
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Christian. There is no way to tell how 
many more people would have been 
murdered in concentration camps had 
the Allies not fought back, but surely it 
would have been many. The issue is a 
little cloudier regarding the Korean 
and Vietnam wars, but even in those 
cases an argument can be made that 
the horror and desolation (and 
murder) associated with living under a 
Communist totalitarian government 
made those wars defensible. And, of 
course, many principled Christian 
writers have agreed that, although war 
is evil, it is sometimes the lesser evil. 
Likewise, it seems that a Christian 
argument can be made for the death 
penalty - when used with exceeding 
caution. In certain cases, perhaps 
execution is a lesser evil than letting a 
person murder again; and as C.S. 
Lewis and A Clockwork Orange have 
both demonstrated, it may be more 
humane than letting the state fiddle 
with a killer's brains. 
Nonetheless, The Glad River and 
Brother to a Dragonf/)1 both have an 
interesting and well-put vision of what 
the Christian's role in the world should 
be.-------·--------------- MISSION 
Many of you responded qu iclcly and ycnerously lo our Jhll lcUcr, explaining our jinanciu l silua-
lion and as Icing you lo share in our m issio11 ofproviding "a vehicle for comm u nicaling I he meaning of 
Goel 's word to our contemporary world." Hie have hacl unusual expenses lh is year, incu rrecl hy the ll1(JL'-
inq of the ediWrial office and "long distance" pri11liny arra11gemc11ls plus lhc /i:uniliur "rising costs." 
We are gm tefi1 l for each check ancl j(Jr your let lers ofcncou ragemcn I w1d prayers. All o/'I hesc hauc 
helped treme11dously, bul we slill lwzy, a way to yo lo meet our ohligaUmis (and 1ec'ue already 
eli minuted items j1mn our /Jucf.c;ct). ./\ re there others of' our readers 1clw will help -- l hose of you who 
said you'd like lo "lalcr," those who just j(J1gol, or those 1cho hcwc come to hcliet'e that 1cc are engaged 
in a worth wh ilc mission. 
We neecl you lo be a fi"iencl o/Mission .Journal. i\ncl we need you now! 
Send your checks lo 11228 JJcn.cJC f)ri11c, ilusli11. 1~'( 7875D. 
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Visiting Congregations 
Editor's Note: In the October "Fo rum " Ben Boothe wro te of visits to thr ee 
" lib eral " co ngregations and promi sed to write abo ut a fourth gro up that he 
visited. 
After having visited the fir st thr ee " progressive" Churches of Christ, I 
was somew hat frustrated, and so we decided to change tactics. The church 
wa s an old church, we ll establ ished, and conservative by heritage and 
leade rship. After a rousing song service, the preacher stood up for ju st a 
mom ent, and said he wa nted to introdu ce a person w ho had labored lon g 
in missions, and that person would have the sermon for the morning. 
To my surprise, a woman stood up and delivered a spontan eous tw enty-
minut e inspirationa l talk abo ut how the Lord had guided her and her 
husband on the mission fie ld . . . and the meaning of a prayer-fi lled walk 
w ith God. 
I suppose what did not happen surpr ised me as much as wh at happened. 
Ther e was no apo logy because she was a woman. There was no legalistic 
guilt, or secretarian emph asis to the worsh ip service. There was a wel l 
balanced att itud e of acceptance, tolerance for opin ion, and bib lical 
teach ing. The re was a stress on a positive, helpful expe rience through the 
worship servic e . . . not a session to browb eat, or prove some legal po int. 
W e may visit that co ngregation again. I w ish the progressive churches 
w ere mor e progr essive. 
Fulfilling Our Mission 
Ben B. Boot he 
Ft. Worth , Texas 
I have been extremely pleased by the qua lity and co ntent of the recent 
issues of Mi ssion. Each ed itor of the Journa l has brou ght particular gifts to 
the task of editin g Mi ssion . We have been blessed with extremely gifted 
editor s, and I think you (and the gift s you bring) will serve us all wel l in the 
years ahead. 
Let me ment ion three specific thin gs that have been impo rtant to me. I 
have been especially pleased by yo ur co ncern for the life of the church. I 
found the October issue espec ially meani ngful with the issues raised abo ut 
preachi ng. Seco nd ly, I find it extremely grat ify ing to read the ideas of new 
co ntr ibutor s. Thou ghtful articl es are hard to co me by because we live in a 
time that exalts the spoke n word , e.g., sermon s, T.V., news, etc. You have 
pr inted some fine pieces that give me renewed hop e that there are peop le 
within and w ithout our trad ition that care enou gh abo ut ideas to pursue 
them on paper. 
Finally, I found Wilma Buckn er's " Further Word s From the Pew" 
parti cularly poign ant, for she captur ed in a few wo rds the struggl e fo r 
many in our fellow ship today. Having ridd en the post-World W ar II wave 
of success, many of us conc luded that we had somethin g special to say 
and/o r that we we re somethin g speci al ourselves. We forgo t that what we 
had to say/be was a gift from Goel. 
Mission can help us recaptur e what it means to be co-wo rkers wi th Goel 
in the task of re-creating ou r wo rld . It can foster a spirit of inquiry by asking 
the right qu estion s. It can broaden our religious wor ld v iew . It can call us 
all to deeper faith . 
Thank you . You are moving in the right dir ection. 
Robert M. Randolph 
Camb ridge, Massachusetts 
JOURNAL 
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